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Abstract 

Research is something which is done in the repetitive phase for achieving something new or something 

unique which cannot be discovered yet.is it easy to find something unknown for the whole world? yes, it 

is not very easy because it needs high determination, patience, lots of hard work, and efforts etc.a 

researcher can face so many difficulties while they doing their research work. every researcher wants 

their research to becomes pure and authentic with low chances of plagiarism.and when we came to the 

point of ideal research our topic of research is related to the demand of the society which fulfills the need 

of society at large scale. ideal research is related to the international multidisciplinary research which 

helps the researcher to improve the quality of research through open access sources in various fields.in 

India, the quality of research is degraded due to more cases of plagiarism, lack of scientific training, lack 

of proper guidance, wrong selection of research problem, lack of interest of the researcher in his research 

work, due to low esteem level. this all plays a crucial role in the life of a researcher.the proper research 

strategy is necessary which shows the significance,approach and innovation.it is essential to improve the 

scientific knowledge,technical capability,the concepts,methods and technologies and services.the 

availability of resources is very essential to continue our research.a scientific environment plays vital role 

in contributing the profitability of success. 
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1.Introduction 

It is an international multidisciplinary electronic journal is an open access,peer reviewed.it is like a 

platform which provides a high quality research paper to researcher,students and faculty member in 

different fields such as social sciences,education,humanities,science,commerce,engineering,etc.the ideal 

research offer the recommendation for researcher which is based on the study design and reporting.ideal 

has the recommendations for all the stages with innovation from the initial idea to the established and 

accepted procedure undergoing long term studies and shows that the each stage is unique.it helps to show 

the goal of the innovation as early as possible to clarify the questions and encourages the confidential 

reporting of negative resuts with impunity.the statistical analysis of learning as well as the data,with 

validated methods.and also we used the control chart for detecting change.it provides the opportunity to 

develop collaborative solutions to challenging real-world problems.it helps to access the world class 

fabrication facilities.it provide a wider variety of research paper across a full range of academic 

disciplines.it shows a easy way to link research output with the data sets,presentation,press 

coverage,awards and other material associated with this output.the research is based on the fair data 

principles to make data accessible,reusable,fisible by the researcher.it helps to measure the impact of a 
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variety of research and get an accurate picture of research collaboration that is occurring.ideal research is 

based on the students who are bright enough and motivated enough to work independently and submit 

high quality research papers.the devotion of work and think is the main key for studing to get a research 

degree.the work should be with minimum supervision that not means that there is communication gap 

between the supervisor and researcher.independent think is one of the important key to develop for the 

research process.so it is necessary to work and think independently for their research to arise a research 

question with their own lines and thought.the need of perseverance and commitment is essential for doing 

the research work.the ability to express and organizing the ideas is highly valuable in research.by using 

statistical tools and mathematical skills we also improve our research process.a student have to spent lot 

of time and efforts if they want to make their research degree valuable and useful for other.the idea of 

literacy or numeracy enhance your skill of writing.proper time management is needed as per the ugc 

guidelines the research degree is completed in minimum 3 year or maximum it takes5 or 6 year.so he 

researcher is being attentive in their work to complete the whole process within 3 year.this all depend on 

the quality of your work,determination and hardwork.researcher have to pay attention and meet regularly 

with their supervisor and to check their regular work on research from their supervisor. 

 

2.Objective of the study 

 
*to present the problem faced by the researcher during his research work 

 

*to present the challenges faced by the researcher in different field 

 

*to offer some suitable suggestions 

 

*conclusion 

 

3.Problem of  researcher in different field 

 

1.financial crunch – it is the first and foremost problem of every researcher.it is a critical situation of a 

shortage.we can say that the shortage of time,money and resources.it is difficult to collect data or field 

work without any scholarship and fellowship. 

 

2.lack of scientific traning- many researcher undertake research work without having actual knowledge of 

the research methods.it is a great impediment for researcher in our country.even the guide do not have 

actual knowledge of the various methodologies. 

 

3.problem related to peer review- peer review is basically access the quality of research work.when any 

researcher wants to publish his research paper and article.he/she must gone through the process of peer 

reviewed for closely examined the paper by various experts.if is not so then researcher have to faced the 

problem in future. 

 

4.poor study design in published paper- it is the primary reason for which the quality of paper is 

effected.the design of paper is not in systematic or proper manner.it tend to focus on particular pattern in 

data and manipulation of data. 
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5.replication of study- the problem occur due to inadequate data and complicated study design.the main 

reason for replication of study is lackness of novelty.it is the major loss to academic when the result of 

academic is not tested or validated.  

 

4. Challenges of ideal research 
 

1.confidence – it is essential to work and think independent to continue your research work.it is the 

quality,initiative and ability to take responsibility of our research.confidence plays a major role in 

research from initial phase to end phase.if researcher is determined and confident then there is no 

deviation comes in between the research of the researcher.independent thinking show your progress 

result.it helps in developing a research question and pursue their own lines of research. 

 

2. commitment –the commitment of researcher to gain knowledge,to complete the work and do it 

properly.it is helpful in getting the research degree successfully.commitment is related to the research 

work of researcher,his perserverance,persistant,dedication,patience,etc .all will help the researcher to 

have a high level of commitment with his research work. 

 

3. ability to learn –a valuable quality of researcher to want study and always curious to learn something 

new which makes him open minded and knowledge in various fields.it shows the flexibility and 

adaptability of researcher to do research.it translate the curiosity into a dedicated course of work. 

 

4.passionate –it is the inner feeling or a deep interest in the subject or research.it is the thing which 

researcher is passionate about.when it comes in the mind of researcher to become passionate about their 

research work.a strong sense of curiosity about the world and their project.it is a strong passion for the 

work they are doing. 

 

5.ability to think –it is the capacity to develop by own.the ability to think ,the ability to develop a 

research question by your own thinking.a good researcher must thinking before doing any work.either it 

will show its good impact or it shows its negative impact. 

 

6.motivation –the motivation from a latin word motives.without motives is it possible to do any 

work.motivation encourages you to do your work in right direction.in the life of researcher it is often see 

that many difficult phase comes where the researcher loose their patience,hope,motivation,etc.but when 

researcher get motivation from internal or external they succeed in their work.it works as a medicine for 

the researcher. 

 

7.dedication/hardworking –dedication to do any work with fulfilling all the principles of ethics.it will 

help in future to touches a new height.hardwork never goes waste.it always give some fruitful 

output.creativity aqnd flexibility consistent with the principles and spirit of qualitative inquiry is required. 

 

8. consistency –consistency is essential to achieve our goal and if we want to get our research degree.we 

must be consistent.being a consistent it plays a vital role in the life of researcher to be update in the 

field.adequacy of qualifying studies is achieved. 
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5. Suggestions 
1.before starting any research work first you should go for the background knowledge of that particular 

field or area. 

 

2.a good research work is based on your methodology.so it is essential to constructing the  research work 

in a systematic manner. 

 

3.must addressing the limitations of your research- any research work is not free from the limitations.it 

must relate to the formulation of research aim,objectives,collection of data. 

 

4.building upon the findings of your research-the research work is related to the finding of your study.it is 

necessary to suggest some future research to address unanswered aspects of your research problem. 

 

6. Conclusion 
Ideal research is proves by its name that need innovation in order to improve the efficacy.it helps to meet 

the requirement as it helps in the academic disciplines by providing such research journals.fair data 

principles is used by various technological system through applications.by fulfilling various challenges it 

is easy to do progress in the research work and makes them free from plagiarism. 
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